Introduction
7 initiation strongly recruited a distinct striatal subregion in bilateral putamen for both the High-147 and Low-Effort conditions (left sub-peak: -24, 0, -6; right sub-peak: 24, 3, -3). In a follow-up 148 region-of-interest (ROI) analysis using independently-defined ROIs (see Methods), we found 149 evidence for a double-dissociation such that responses within the dmVS (Fig. 1C ) and putamen 150 ( Fig. 1D ) were selective to effort and action, respectively (Region*Effect interaction: 151 F (1,28) =43.34, p<0.001, η 2 =0.61).
153
Effort discounting is represented in ventral striatal activity during reward receipt 154 We then examined whether VS also encoded effort discounting. Upon completion of 155 mazes, participants were presented with a reward amount ($0.00-$5.00) that varied 156 independently of the navigation condition. An anterior/ventral subregion of VS ("aVS") 157 responded to reward receipt (left sub-peak: -3, 15, -3, right sub-peak: 6, 15, -3), and was 158 positively correlated with trial-by-trial reward magnitude (left sub-peak: -6, 18, -6; right sub-159 peak: 6, 15, -3) across all navigation conditions, including a No-Motion condition that involved 160 simply waiting for the approximate duration of the maze. Importantly, while aVS exhibited a 161 reward response within the High-Effort condition, aVS response to reward was significantly 162 lower after effortful navigation compared to navigation that required no effort (t (28) =-1.88, 163 p=0.03; Fig. 1E ), suggesting evidence of effort discounting. To further isolate effort discounting 164 in the VS, we examined whether there were areas of VS that responded to reward only during the 165 High-Effort condition. This analysis isolated a region of VS that was at the intersection of aVS 166 and dmVS, suggesting a node of interaction between effort activation and effort discounting (Fig. 167 1F; peak: 6, 0, -9, k=72). 
177
Functional segregation of effort-, reward-, and action-related striatal subregions recapitulate 178 connectivity-based parcellation of the striatum 179 Mapping together the above results ( Fig. 2A ), we observed functional segregation of 180 bilateral striatal subregions associated with effort activation (dmVS), reward (aVS), and action 181 (putamen). Critically, the neighboring regions associated with effort and reward showed clear 182 evidence of double dissociation (Region*Condition interaction: F (1,28) =13.77, p<0.001, η 2 =0.33), 183 with dmVS responding strongly to the anticipation and initiation of effort, but not receipt of 184 reward, while aVS responded strongly to the magnitude of reward and appeared to discount 185 reward values by effort, but showed significantly less engagement to anticipation or initiation of 186 effortful action ( Fig. 1C ; also see Fig. S1 for results using unsmoothed data). Strikingly, this 187 functional segregation appeared to largely overlap with a previously-reported connectivity-based
Player parcellation of the striatum ( Fig. 2A ) 47 . To validate the apparent functional distinction between 189 these two VS subregions, we compared patterns of functional connectivity during resting-state 190 using each of the functionally-defined and connectivity-based striatal subregions as seed regions.
191
Indeed, despite only partial overlap of the ROI definitions derived from our task and the prior 192 parcellation study 47 (Sørensen-Dice: aVS: 0.19; putamen: 0.40; dmVS: 0.20), we observed 193 highly overlapping connectivity profiles ( Fig. 2B ), suggesting that these ventral striatal 194 subregions participate in distinct functional networks. These connectivity profiles were 195 additionally replicated in an independent resting-state dataset collected with high-resolution (7- Lack of ventral striatal activity related to value during effort-based decision-making paradigm 205 To test the hypothesis that effort activation and discounting signals may interfere with the 206 detection of subjective signals during effort-based decision-making, we also measured neural 207 activity during a second fMRI paradigm in which participants made a series of binary choices 208 based on the presented amount of reward and effort required for each option (Fig. 3A) .
209
Importantly, the effort and reward amounts were presented sequentially in attempt to isolate an 210 effort-activation signal during the anticipation of various effort demands. Replicating our 211 previous findings using this same task 30 as well as results from other fMRI effort-based 212 paradigms, we did not find an association between VS activity and subjective value of the chosen 213 option ( Fig. 3B ; Table S2 ). Even when using multivoxel pattern analysis, voxels in the VS were 214 unable to classify whether presented information reflected reward or effort information ( Fig. S2 ).
215
In contrast, classifiers trained on activity across all brain voxels successfully decoded whether 216 reward or effort information was presented for 78.9% of individuals ( Fig. S3 ). As described 217 above, the absence of such an effect is surprising, given the robust activation of VS by subjective 218 values derived from cost/benefit decisions involving other categories of response costs (e.g., 219 delay, risk, or loss). 
230
Ventral striatal activity is modulated by opposing effects of effort initiation and effort 231 discounting 232
One possible explanation for the absence of effort-related subjective-value encoding in 233 VS is that when response costs involve physical effort, opposing effort-activation and effort-234 discounting signals within VS may impede the ability to detect overall VS responses. To test this 235 possibility in the maze-navigation task, we tracked responses within the VS region that 236 responded to reward after individuals completed effortful navigation (Fig. 1F ). This revealed two 237 distinct patterns of effort-related activity in the VS depending on the timepoint, as evidenced by 
246
However, such "averaging" is clearly artificial, as these task conditions did not occur 247 simultaneously. A much stronger test would therefore be to show a mix of effort activation and 248 effort discounting signals in response to the same effort-related stimulus. We therefore extracted 249 the "effort activation" and "effort discounting" signals from the maze-navigation task, and used 250 them as predictors of neural responses to effort cues in our second (independent) task.
251
Interestingly, individual differences in effort-activation signal were positively associated with 252 VS responses during presentation of effort information during decision-making (r (17) =0.51, 253 p=0.02), whereas individual differences in effort-discounting signals exhibited the opposite 254 pattern (r (17) =-0.41, p=0.08; Steiger's Z=2.88, p=0.004; Fig. 3D ). These findings provide a 255 potential explanation for the longstanding discrepancy regarding the involvement of VS in 256 encoding subjective value during effort-based decision-making epochs, as such epochs might 257 reasonably be expected to elicit both effort-discounting and effort-activation signals. has been done to simultaneously examine the striatal representation of these two functions in 289 humans. Here, we identified an aVS region associated with reward, a neighboring dmVS region 290 associated with effort-initiation, and bilateral putamen associated with initiation of simple, low-291 effort action. Interestingly, we observed an invigoration effect in dmVS during the anticipation 292 and initiation of high-but not low-effort, suggesting that mere action (i.e., making a single 293 choice response) may not be sufficient to shape VS signaling-further highlighting the 294 importance of studying the neural substrates of effort-based decision-making that include 295 effortful action components.
296
To our knowledge, the VS subregions identified here have not been previously 297 characterized, though their existence is supported by prior large-scale connectivity results 47 .
298
Indeed, we found overlap in functional-connectivity profiles between the striatal subregions 299 identified here and the connectivity-based striatal parcellation 47 . Critically, this finding helps 300 uncover potential functions of these network-based subregions of the striatum. Our results also 301 show similarity to the pattern of results of a recent meta-analysis of subjective-value encoding 1 , 302 where positive subjective value across studies was found to scale with activity in aVS, whereas 303 negative subjective value (i.e., loss or punishment) was associated with activity in an area similar 304 to dmVS. As activity in dmVS was only apparent as a function of effort but not action, whereas 305 motor areas of putament appeared to respond to both increased effort and mere action, it raises 306 15 the intriguing possibility that dmVS is more specifically involved with encoding negative value 307 or cost associated with effortful actions. Finally, it is worth noting that similar functional 308 heterogeneity within the ventral striatum has been observed in animal models [floresco] .
309
Electrical recordings in non-human primates have found that distinct neuronal populations within 310 the striatum may be responsible for coding action and outcomes 39, 40 Maze-navigation task 378 The task was programmed using Unity 3D (Unity Technologies ApS). A schematic of a 379 single trial is shown in Figure 1A . On each trial, participants completed first-person navigation High-Effort condition required participants to repeatedly press the button associated with 395 forward-motion to advance through the maze. In this condition, each button press moved the 396 participant forward by an incremental distance, and the distance traveled per button press (i.e., control for the high-effort condition, which allows for examination of effects specifically related 401 to vigor by subtracting out activity associated with mere action; iii) The Passive-Motion 402 condition required participants to view moving through the maze without making any action.
403
This condition served as a no-action control for the low-effort condition to examine effects 404 related to mere action; and iv) The No-Motion condition required participants to wait for the 405 approximate duration of the maze (~4.75s), after which the participant was teleported to the goal. Navigation phase: After the fixation cross disappeared, participants regained control of 421 movement and completed navigation according to the navigation condition, as detailed above.
422
On failed trials, participants were presented with a feedback screen for 2s indicating that they Behavioral data from the maze-navigation task were used to examine latencies to initiate 524 action, rates of navigation completion, durations of navigation completion, and mood ratings.
525
Latency to initiate action was operationalized as the time between the offset of the jittered ISI 526 following the Cue phase and movement onset, and was computed separately for each of the 527 active navigation conditions (High-/Low-Effort). The rate of navigation completion was 528 calculated as the number of successfully-completed trials divided by the total number of trials. Behavioral data from the effort-based decision-making task were used to compute the 536 estimated subjective costs that individuals associate with varying levels of effort. To do this, 537 participants' choice data were fit to a two-parameter power function used in prior work 27,30 : were included as additional nuisance regressors. Given the potential impact of smoothing on the 567 functional segregation of striatal subregions detected in the above models, two other GLMs were 568 generated using unsmoothed images but otherwise following the same procedures as the first and 569 second GLMs.
570
Group-level contrasts were generated to examine the effects of effort (High-Effort>Low-571 Effort) and Action (Low-Effort>Passive-Motion) during the Cue and Navigation Start phases, 572 and to examine the effect of reward (Reward>No-Reward, across all conditions) and magnitude 573 of reward (in the parametric models) during the Reward phase. To examine the effect of effort on 574 striatal response to reward, an ROI analysis was conducted by tracking responses within the aVS 575 region found to respond to reward magnitude (left sub-peak: -6, 18, -6; right sub-peak: 6, 15, -3; 576 k=77) in the parametric model. Then, we extracted beta parameters during reward receipt on 577 rewarded trials in this independently-defined ROI, and a pairwise comparison was conducted 578 between the conditions that required effort (High-/Low-Effort) and those that did not require 579 effort (Passive-/No-Motion).
27
To examine the functional selectivity of striatal subregions found during the maze-581 navigation task, ROI analyses were conducted using a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) approach to 582 avoid any circularity or non-independence in the definition of ROIs 55 . This was conducted by 583 defining ROIs using group-level contrasts that include data from all but one participant; 584 extracting beta parameters from the removed participant's data; and repeating this procedure for 585 all participants. Beta parameters were extracted from striatal subregions associated with effort- to examine whether dmVS activity was selective to effort and not mere action. Additionally, a 2 594 corresponding connectivity-based ROI 47 to test for spatial similarity between the ROI definitions.
627
To do this, we used the nilearn-http://nilearn.github.io-library to resample the image space 628 and affine of task-based ROI masks on the connectivity-based ROI masks.
